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We are sending our graduates out into the world with a bang. As they move on to the next 
chapter of their lives, we will be looking forward to their upcoming adventures as they reshape 
the world.

This year, the graduating students are from the master’s programmes in the departments of 
Interaction Design, Digital Marketing, High-Tech Entrepreneurship, Data Science and Cyber 
Security.

In this booklet, you will find information about our graduating students and their experiences of 
studying at Harbour.Space University. You can also find details about the main projects they are 
pitching to the investors during the Demo Day. 

During this past year, our students have worked hard and gained experiences that allowed them 
to achieve substantial growth in both technical and social skills in the newly emerging fields of 
today. In the future, we will be looking forward to seeing them prosper in their careers!

We have created a pamphlet as a look back on your educational journey that you braved 
alongside us, and we hope that when you look through it, you’ll remember all the great things 
you’ve accomplished during your time in Barcelona. We certainly will!

Kamran Elahian
Harbour.Space University Founding 
Advisory Board Member, Founder and 
Chairman Global Innovation Catalyst LLC

Ingo Beyer von Morgenstern
Co-Founder and Chairman of 
Harbour.Space University, Emeritus 
Director McKinsey & Company
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We believe careers should be fulfilling, exciting, 
and meaningful. We exist to make this happen. 
Attending university is as much about finding 
your feet in the world and discovering your own 
drive and passion as it is about acquiring skills, 
knowledge and experience. 

From day one at Harbour.Space, your prospective 
career takes centre stage and we facilitate your 
development and your networking and create 
opportunities to help you take charge of your 
future. What comes after Harbour.Space? The sky 
is the limit. Don’t be shy, reach for the stars. 
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Svetlana Velikanova
Harbour.Space University 
Co-Founder & CEO



About Harbour.Space University
Harbour.Space is a university created by 
entrepreneurs for entrepreneurs. We focus 
on meeting the demands of the future, while 
traditional education providers are too often 
stuck in the past. 

We’re one of the only European institutions 
completely dedicated to technology, design 
and entrepreneurship, and our interdisciplinary 
courses are taught by some of today’s leading 
professionals. Our aim is not only to equip students 
with the knowledge to take on the real world, but 
to nurture, create and shape tomorrow’s 
tech superstars.

Key Facts
• Founded in 2015
• Offers degrees in Mathematics, Computer       
..Science, Data Science, Cybersecurity, 
  Fintech, Aerospace Engineering, Biotech,        
  Interaction Design, Digital Marketing and 
  High-Tech Entrepreneurship
• Faculty comprised of the most accomplished     
  professionals and industry leaders from 
  around the world, who continuously scrutinise 
  the curriculum to ensure students focus on 
  realtime useful subjects
• On our state-of-the-art campus knowledge flows  
  freely
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UNIVERSITY REINVENTED
Leaders in business are the students’ 
personal teachers. We don’t care about 
titles and we don’t do red tape: we 
hire teachers based on experience and 
expertise, just like in the real world. We 
are the most relevant university of our 
age.

STUDENTS ARE SUPERSTARS
Harbour.Space exists for one purpose 
only: to help young individuals pursue 
knowledge, so they can progress into 
fulfilling and meaningful professional 
futures. We offer the fundamental 
knowledge, skills and guidance that 
give students the chance to make 
anything happen. Our students are not 
cogs in a machine. We celebrate our 
human approach by cultivating team 
work, interdiscipinarity, empathy and 
curiosity.

TECH  DESIGN
Great ideas and their realisation seldom 
come from specialists: they come from 
all-round visionaries. But presently, 
technology and design are in an arranged 
marriage: they are together because this 
is what’s expected. We are cultivating a 
love marriage between the two, and we 
are the only university in Europe to do 
so. We’re doing this because the two 
naturally depend on one another, but 
experience a great lack of understanding. 
Interdisciplinarity is our love potion — 
expect sparks.

TIME ≠ MONEY
Youth is not for sale. That’s why we teach 
highly relevant and real-world responsive 
courses that give students a head-start 
even before graduation. Our programme 
leaders continuously scrutinise the 
curriculum to ensure students focus 
on realtime useful subjects. We teach 
3-week intensive courses throughout the 
year, offering more learning in less time, 
on flexible and adaptable schedules.

NO COMPROMISES
If you get a place at Harbour.Space, you 
get the best education. The programmes 
are tough and our students must work 
hard. We don’t sell quick-fix coding 
or data science courses, because 
they don’t exist. Only with very solid 
foundational knowledge of universal core 
concepts in science can students grow 
to move forward indefinitely, no matter 
how much the world around us changes.
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Annabelle Frohn

Bryan Thomas

Master of Arts in Interaction Design

Master of Business Administration 
in Digital Marketing

Master of Business Administration 
in High-Tech Entrepreneurship

Master of Arts in Interaction Design

Master of Arts in Interaction DesignMaster of Science in Data Science

NETHERLANDS

INDIA AUSTRIA GREECE

RUSSIA BULGARIA

GRADUATING BATCH 2018

Clemens Böhler

Artur Mindiyarov

Eleftherios Iason Chatziioanou

Boris Peshev
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Master of Arts in Interaction Design

Master of Arts in Interaction Design Master of Arts in Interaction Design

Master of Business Administration 
in High-Tech Entrepreneurship

Master of Business Administration 
in High-Tech Entrepreneurship

Master of Business Administration 
in Digital Marketing

SWEDEN

INDIA

INDIA

BULGARIA

RUSSIA

GEORGIA

Juneza Niyazi Karina Papalezova

Elpida Tatidou Harsh Shah Ilia Boltianov

Irakli Chkheidze
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Maher Mansour

Nadine Kabbara

Master of Business Administration 
in High-Tech Entrepreneurship

Master of Arts in Interaction Design Master of Arts in Interaction DesignMaster of Arts in Interaction Design

Master of Business Administration 
in Digital Marketing

LEBANON

LEBANON USA

USA

MEXICO

GRADUATING BATCH 2018

Nelka Caceres-Rivera

Maria Fernanda Padierna

Michel Gabriel López Behar
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Master of Science in Cyber Security

GERMANY

Leonard Breitenberger



Master of Arts in Interaction Design

Master of Arts in Interaction Design

Master of Business Administration 
in Digital Marketing

BRASIL CUBA

TANZANIA

INDIA

USA

Rachel Mzengi

Norge Vizcay Pavithra Krishnan

Pedro Bare

Nicolas D’Auria
Master of Science in Data Science

Master of Business Administration 
in Digital Marketing
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Master of Business Administration 
in High-Tech Entrepreneurship

INDIA

Raj Jain



Rene Kesenheimer
Master of Science in 

High-Tech Entrepreneurship

Master of Arts in Interaction DesignMaster of Arts in Interaction Design

GERMANY

INDIA SOUTH AFRICA

GRADUATING BATCH 2018

Shivani Sawant Soninke Combrinck
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Master of Arts in Interaction Design

USA

Rebecca Bossart



Stavan Pandya
Master of Arts in Interaction Design

INDIA THAILAND

RUSSIA MALAYSIA

Torntanat Cheng

Yiwen YanVladimir Mazin

Master of Business Administration 
in High-Tech Entrepreneurship

Master of Arts in Interaction DesignMaster of Science in Data Science
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Annabelle Frohn is a MA Interaction Designer who comes from 
Amsterdam with a strong background in UX Design, branding and 
styling. She is passionate about making beautiful products and 
experiences that deeply empathises with user and business needs. 

belfrohn@gmail.com annabellefrohn

MA INTERACTION DESIGN

“One thing I really appreciate from in the past year is being in an 
international environment with people from all over the world, 
different cultures, different backgrounds, and having so many 
different influences from all over the world, enriches the entire 
experience. We learnt a lot from each other. Everyone is here with 
a goal, and with the same kind of energy that really motivates each 
other. Also having that family base in Barcelona where everyone feels 
welcome and we all come together.”

ANNABELLE FROHN

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Hotshot

PROJECT:

UX Design
Branding

Team Player
Critical Thinker 
Detail Oriented

TOP 5 SKILLS:
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Hotshot

PROJECT:



Boris Peshev is a designer from Auckland, New Zealand, born to 
Bulgarian parents. He trained in graphic design in the United States, 
and has moved to Interaction Design at Harbour.Space to find 
more fulfillment in his work. The lane shift to UX Design is where 
he discovered he could use his skills for a purpose; to change 
someone’s life.

MA INTERACTION DESIGN

“It’s nice being in a group of like-minded people that have the same 
interests, who you can sit down with, and talk about things in a 
constructive way. Being around all you guys pushed me as well. I was 
always grateful to get feedback around the work I do, and provide 
feedback to contribute to my classmates, too. I am grateful for 
coming here and meeting my co-founder and someone I hope to 
start a studio with.”
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BORIS PESHEV

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Hotshot

PROJECT:

UX/UI Design
Branding

Time Management
Detail Oriented 

Ideation

TOP 5 SKILLS:

chochi.u.todd@gmail.com boris-peshev-441979150



Hotshot

PROJECT:



Iason Chatziioanou, a.k.a ‘Jason’, is our talented musician and 
designer who hails from the US and Greece. Already having a Master 
in Philosophy under his belt, Jason came to Harbour.Space to learn 
about Interaction Design to make digital products easier for people 
to use. 

Ichatziioanou@gmail.com annabellefrohn

MA INTERACTION DESIGN

“Heyo, fellow classmates! Thank you so much for a wonderful year. I 
have never been so pushed by my classmates to improve and I have 
never been with a group of people that I have looked up to to this 
extent. I want to thank you for improving me academically and as a 
person. I have never been cool with such a large amount of people 
at a school, where there has not been a hierarchy or groups. That’s a 
perfect social environment to relax and improve yourself, and I want 
to thank you guys for that. I love you all.”
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IASON CHATZIIOANOU

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Lullabies

PROJECT:

Communication
Critical Thinking

Information Architecture
Conflict Management Detail 

Leadership

TOP 5 SKILLS:



PROJECT:



Elpida Tatidou was born and raised in Sweden and comes from a 
background in UX Design. She came to Harbour.Space to hone her 
Interaction Design skills and to connect and learn from people in the 
industry and produce Banki, her Capstone Project.  

etatidou@gmail.com elpida-tatidou-101225116

MA INTERACTION DESIGN

“I am grateful for the support from Harbour.Space, they have 
really been helping me develop my startup. I think if you have your 
passion they will really make it happen. I have gotten so close to 
the staff, the students and the teachers. I met many great people 
and we all inspired each other. It’s interesting to see people’s 
backgrounds and how we each do Interaction Design, and how we 
can learn from each other.”
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ELPIDA TATIDOU

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Banki

PROJECT:

UX/UI Design
Illustration

Team Player
User Research

 Critical Thinking

TOP 5 SKILLS:



PROJECT:



Harsh Shah is an eager MA Interaction Design student from Mumbai, 
India, who came to Harbour.Space to bridge his experience in computer 
science to learn about design. Harsh wants to design and develop 
products on a holistic level, combining his skills in coding, design and 
research to create beautiful products that make people happy.

hello@theharshguy.com harsh-shah-516b46156

MA INTERACTION DESIGN

“It has been an awesome journey so far. I want to thank Harbour.
Space for my personal development, learning to work in groups, 
getting feedback and accepting feedback, which was a big learning 
curve. I am thankful for every team I have worked in, as there is 
always so much to learn from people. It’s hard leaving your life 
behind at home, like moving into a different dimension. From day 
one, there were people who helped me.”
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HARSH SHAH

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Read Me Now

PROJECT:

Prototyping
Problem Solving
Product Design

Development
 Practical Approach

TOP 5 SKILLS:



PROJECT:



Juneza Niyazi is former architect who has come to Harbour.Space to 
build a career in UX Design. She is from Bangalore, India, and has spent 
the last year year exploring user-centred design, typography on a 3D 
plane, and data visualisation.

juneza.niyazi@gmail.com junezaniyazi

MA INTERACTION DESIGN

“My classmates came from so many different parts of the world, 
and as a designer, it was essential for me to listen to their stories 
and learn from their experiences. I realised our thoughts on design 
wasn’t that different - we all have the same core values, although 
the execution may vary. It helped me grow as a designer and to think 
about designing for different people. The “constructive criticism” 
was extremely valuable, and the co-learning culture taught me just 
as much as the classroom structure about different skill sets and 
design methodologies.”
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JUNEZA NIYAZI

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Eve

PROJECT:

Data Visualisation
Information Architecture

UX Design
Team Player

 Communication

TOP 5 SKILLS:



PROJECT:



Karina Papalezova is a Master of Interaction Design student from 
Bulgaria. She is a self-taught designer and front-end developer who 
came to Harbour.Space to break into the field of interaction design, 
expand her skill set, and develop leadership.

kpapalezova@me.com kpapalezova

MA INTERACTION DESIGN

“It was great to share experiences with everyone from Harbour.
Space. We all shared honest feedback that pushed each other to 
improve our skills. Harbour.Space created a space for that, and 
seeing the beautiful views always brightens my day. I’m grateful to 
Barcelona for bringing us together. There were incredible moments 
we shared around festivals that I never thought I would go to and 
music I never thought I would listen to. To new experiences!”
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KARINA PAPALEZOVA

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Residerio

PROJECT:

Branding
UX/UI Design

Front-End Development
Research

 Problem-Solving

TOP 5 SKILLS:



PROJECT:



Michel Lopez hailed from Mexico City to join the MA Interaction Design 
course at Harbour.Space University with big ideas in mind - to change 
the world through education. And he has done just that, as he steps 
into his role as the new Academic Coordinator of Harbour.Space to 
fulfil his dream of transforming education.

michellopezb7@gmail.com michel-gabriel-lopez-behar-589b70b4

MA INTERACTION DESIGN

“I am grateful for every student I have shared a classroom with, 
because they inspired me, set the bar higher, and really helped 
me to push myself. Secondly, I am grateful to every teacher I had, 
because they opened my eyes into what’s really happening in the 
professional field. They pushed me to not only become a brilliant 
artist, but a brilliant designer who knows where to apply my skills. 
And I am grateful for the university: they changed the way education 
works and it worked for me.”
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MICHEL LOPEZ

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Givy

PROJECT:

Empathy
UX/UI Design

Motion Design
Experience Design

Presenting & Selling

TOP 5 SKILLS:



PROJECT:



Nadine Kabbara, a Lebanese-born and Saudi-raised photographer 
and communication artist who came to Harbour.Space to expand 
into Interaction Design. Now she hopes to combine all her skill and 
talent to push into the film industry.

nadinehkabbara@gmail.com nadine-kabbara-7b620aaa

MA INTERACTION DESIGN

“I am thankful for Natalie’s and Hector’s class, as well as Joshua 
Davis, and realising what I really want to do for the rest of my class, 
which is working in the film industry.”
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NADINE KABBARA

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Portfolio - Behind Scenes

PROJECT:

Team Building
Communication

Photography
Set Construction

Storytelling

TOP 5 SKILLS:



PROJECT:



Nelka Caceres-Rivera was born in Spain, and returned from the United 
States 25 years later to pursue a MA in Interaction Design. Already a gifted 
designer and illustrator, Nelka decided to grow her skillset to Interaction 
Design and design for digital spaces. While at Harbour.Space, she had 
the opportunity to collaborate with the university for the annual OFFF 
festival, where she saw her artwork shared with designers worldwide.

nelka.cr@hotmail.com nelka-caceres-rivera-a29a89b1

MA INTERACTION DESIGN

“Our year has been extremely stressful, but you can’t grow if you don’t 
experience the pressure to perform. If it was easy, we wouldn’t be as 
good as we are today. All of the lecturers that came here and pushed 
us to our limits to really help us. To my classmates, I’m going to come 
to every continent and visit all of you. We faced our fears head on, even 
though we wanted to run, and the amount of growth we had as humans 
was incomprehensible. So, face everything and live your best life.”
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NELKA CACERES-RIVERA

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Portfolio - Behind Scenes

PROJECT:

Illustrations
Visual Design

UI Design
Team Player
Concepting

TOP 5 SKILLS:



PROJECT:



Pavithra Krishnan comes from India, and is one of our most talented 
UX/UI designers at Harbour.Space University. She has consistently 
graced every class she attended with her fresh and positive design 
character, and she’s always a source of good energy for those 
around her. 

pavithrakrishnan111@gmail.com pkrishnan3

MA INTERACTION DESIGN

“I absolutely love that everyone in class is highly supportive of each 
other and having a diverse cross-functional team always gives any 
project more perspective. Each of us have learnt and grown together 
all through the year. We complement each other’s strengths and 
work our way to completely eliminate our weaknesses.”

PAVITHRA KRISHNAN

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Portfolio

PROJECT:

Illustrations
Team Player

Ui/UX Design
Concepting

Experience Design

TOP 5 SKILLS:
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PROJECT:



Pedro Bare was a born and raised in Brooklyn, New York. He began his 
career by studying criminal justice and working as a data analyst for one 
of the largest workers’ union in the East Coast. Then Pedro decided to 
chase his creative side. His career began as a graffiti artist at a young 
age, and then he went on to learn coding, do a UX Design boot camp, and 
eventually pursue a MA in Interaction Design at Harbour.Space University.

pedrobbare@gmail.com pedrobare

MA INTERACTION DESIGN

“Everybody brings you up and wants to help you. When we do our 
projects and present to our classmates, there’s a smidge of competition, 
but everybody here has each other’s back. Everybody here is so good 
at different things, and you’re constantly learning from people. I’m also 
thankful for the type of people and the personalities. It’s hard when 
you leave everything behind, and you are in a country where you have no 
family. The only people you have are your classmates and your friends.”

PEDRO BARE

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Hotshot

PROJECT:

UX Design
UI Design

Illustration
Team Player
Concepting

TOP 5 SKILLS:
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PROJECT:



Rebecca Bossart came to Harbour.Space from Salt Lake, Utah, to 
push her skill and knowledge in Interaction Design. She worked 
and trained as a UX Designer before, maintaining a balance 
between the late nights working on US projects, to the early 
mornings in Barcelona with each new module. Now she will return 
to the States to practice and lecture on user-centred design.

r.l.bossart@gmail.com rebecca-bossart-3414bb47

MA INTERACTION DESIGN

“I enjoyed the real diversity of perspectives and design strengths, 
ranging from technical strengths to visual strengths, and that’s been 
cool to learn from. That has really broadened my viewpoint. And the 
same is true for the calibre of the teachers that I’ve gotten to work 
with, and how they have taken the time to invest in us and guide us, 
not only in specific projects, but as we move into the workplace.”

REBECCA BOSSART

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Eve

PROJECT:

Crystallising Abstract to Concrete
Project Organisation

Divergent Thinking
UX Strategic Thinking

Communication

TOP 5 SKILLS:
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PROJECT:



Shivani Sawant was trained as engineer in Mumbai, India, and she is 
now an Interaction Designer. As a child, she drew robots to do her 
chores and now she tries to solve problems by understanding people.

shivani.sawant94@gmail.com shivani-sawant

MA INTERACTION DESIGN

“As much as the teachers have been inspiring, I have almost 
learnt more from my fellow students. Everytime we have had a 
presentation I always pushed myself as a designer. It was never 
only about impressing the teachers, it was about impressing my 
classmates. I enjoy the competition and being pushed to do better, 
and I’m thankful to the class I was in for that. If I was not in a class 
where I could compete or feel challenged I don’t think I would be as 
confident as I am as a designer now.”

SHIVANI SAWANT

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Portfolio 

PROJECT:

Analytical Thinker
Strategy

Problem Solving
UX Design

Prototyping

TOP 5 SKILLS:
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PROJECT:



Soninke Combrinck is a Master of Interaction Design graduate, hailing 
from Cape Town, South Africa, where she studied journalism, interactive 
media, and environmental science. She has always seen the importance 
of capturing the story, and conveying it in an interactive and captivating 
way. Soninke came to Harbour.Space to bring her stories to life, diving 
into the world of UX Design to build towards more sustainable futures.

soninkecom@gmail.com soninke-combrinck-14453858

MA INTERACTION DESIGN

“Harbour.Space has this ability to get the right people together in 
a room. The teachers really took their time when I had questions 
to give me that feedback. I am thankful for my classmates, they’ve 
been incredible. I have a go to person for everything, from asking for 
design advice to prototyping. Every person in our class comes from 
different backgrounds and different disciplines. There’s this sharing 
culture and everyone has a chance to learn from each other.”

SONINKE COMBRINCK

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Story Street 

PROJECT:

UX Design
UX Research

Ideation
Storytelling

Analytical Thinking

TOP 5 SKILLS:
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PROJECT:



Stavan Pandya is a MA Interaction Design student from Bhavnagar, 
India, who hopes to merge his technical background with human-
centred design. He spent the last year at Harbour.Space refining his 
skills in UX, UI, prototyping, and his nights honing his musical talent.

stavan037@gmail.com stavanhimal

MA INTERACTION DESIGN

“I will be always thankful to everyone who was with me on this 
amazing and intense journey. Every person was different and we 
could all learn from each other. You have been so kind and gentle 
about anything I needed. I got to work with almost everyone in the 
class during different project. I think whatever I learnt from my 
group mates during the project and from the others during the final 
presentation or the critiques, it has definitely added value to my 
work and my personality.”

STAVAN PANDYA

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Portfolio

PROJECT:

UX Design
Prototyping

Teamwork
Time Management
Creative Thinking

TOP 5 SKILLS:
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PROJECT:



Yiwen Yan is a MA Interaction Design student who came to Harbour.Space 
from Malaysia. Although she is already a gifted graphic designer, Yiwen 
wanted expand into Interaction Design to create more meaningful designs. 
She dreams of joining a company that does interactive installations or 
creates interesting concepts using design that changes the world for
the better. 

yyiwen1993@gmail.com yiwen-yan-5a8484104

MA INTERACTION DESIGN

“I am really thankful for all the feedback I have gotten during my 
time here. The affirmation all my friends and classmates gave me 
was really encouraging. The feedback from lecturers is also really 
specific and it tackles what I have to be better in. It really builds you 
up to become a better person and designer, and I am really thankful 
for that.”

YIWEN YAN

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

TMB School Project

PROJECT:

Illustration
Web Design

UX/UI Design
Team Work

Research

TOP 5 SKILLS:
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PROJECT:



Bryan Thomas is a born marketer, raised by the city of Dubai. He 
specialised in Marketing in his BCom degree in India, and worked in 
business development and client servicing before finding his way to 
Harbour.Space University. Here, Bryan majored in Digital Marketing 
and began broadening his knowledge and building his career in search 
engine and social media advertising.

bryan.thomas31@gmail.com bryanmthomas

MBA DIGITAL MARKETING

“One thing I have loved doing at Harbour.Space is working on 
projects. I have learnt a lot from others. When it comes to 
Digital Marketing you can’t just learn everything online, it’s about 
experience. Many students had that experience here and I learnt a 
lot from them, and I see things differently now.”

BRYAN THOMAS

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

50

Client Project

PROJECT:

SEO
SEM

Social Media Marketing
Analytics

Email Marketing

TOP 5 SKILLS:



PROJECT:



Irakli Chkheidze is from Tbilisi, Georgia, and studied his MBA in 
Digital Marketing at Harbour.Space where he continuously pushed 
and explored his horizons. He comes from a background in 
marketing, with nine years of work experience behind him. Irakli is 
the cool cat, the go-to guy if the students need advice, whether it’s 
about digital marketing or design, Irakli has done it all.

dhubgeo@gmail.com irakli-chkheidze

MBA DIGITAL MARKETING

“I am immensely thankful to Harbour.Space for the teachers that 
guided us to pushing the break through of what we thought to be 
the limits of our potential. Guest speakers were like a breath of 
fresh air and a unique sneak peak into the big world, but most of all 
the students, friends, from every type of background and country, 
all of them contributing in their unique way to the professional and 
personal development and growth of each and all of us.”

IRAKLI CHKHEIDZE

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Personal Project

PROJECT:

Digital Advertising 
Search Engine Marketing

Social Media Marketing
Digital Strategy

Adobe Creative Suite

TOP 5 SKILLS:
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PROJECT:



Maria Fernanda Padierna was born in Mexico and raised in Texas. She first 
stepped into the digital world with a graphic and web design background, 
before deciding to expand her repertoire to include an MBA in Digital 
Marketing. She’s always had an interest in the digital ecosystem, and 
hopes to bring her big picture thinking into working as a creative director 
within the digital landscape.

mfpadierna@gmail.com mfpadierna

MBA DIGITAL MARKETING

“The value of being here is that all the students come from so many 
different backgrounds, professionally and culturally. We have so much 
to learn from one another and everyone is extremely talented, and I 
value the connections that we have made with each other. The lecturers 
showed that they cared about our learning experience. They followed 
through our professional development outside of Harbour.Space, and 
for that I’m really thankful.”

MARIA FERNANDA PADIERNA

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Personal Project

PROJECT:

Leadership 
Project Management

Graphic Design
Digital Strategy

Content Marketing

TOP 5 SKILLS:
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PROJECT:



Nicolas D’Auria is a self-taught digital marketer from Italy and Brazil. He 
came to Harbour.Space to have access to the brilliant minds who teach 
at the university and to learn more about the field of Digital Marketing. 
He also found a passion for being an entrepreneur, and co-founded his 
own company, which he marks as one of his biggest gains from his year-
long Master’s.

nicolas_dauria@hotmail.com nicolasdauria

MBA DIGITAL MARKETING

“Everyone I met here was very special. To get to know people from 
different backgrounds and places, I could never imagine. We were all 
lost. We arrived here all lost, which created family and friendship much 
easier than in any other space.”

NICOLAS D’AURIA

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Givy

PROJECT:

Strategic Planning 
Digital Analytics

Paid Social Media
Leadership
Teamwork

TOP 5 SKILLS:
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PROJECT:



Rachel Mzengi is skilled digital marketer, she will be the first to 
tell you how she is the bubbliest introvert you will ever meet. After 
completing her MBA in Digital Marketing, she wants to continue rising 
in the digital world and creating amazing campaigns, and take these 
experiences back with her to Tanzania.

preciousrachel28@gmail.com rachel-mzengi-74206a23

MBA DIGITAL MARKETING

“I would like to thank the teachers who really made an impact on 
me, and helped me find my niche in digital marketing. Some classes 
showed me that I can make a footprint in the creative field using 
digital marketing, and that I do not have to be a designer to create 
stories online. My classmates from both the previous batch and the 
current batch were amazing. And thank you to the school for giving 
me the opportunity and letting me make my way the way I wanted.”

RACHEL MZENGI

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO
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Kivuko

PROJECT:

Content Strategy
Social Media Strategy

Branding
Communication

Empathetic

TOP 5 SKILLS:



PROJECT:



Clemens Boehler is a natural entrepreneur from the very western part 
of Austria. He studied in Vienna and was part of a highly successful 
startup right after finishing his degree. Clemens then came to 
Harbour.Space to see his very own brainchild born: Residerio. Having 
always had a hands-on approach, he used every opportunity inside 
and outside of the university to develop his startup.  

boehler.clemens@gmail.com clemensboehler

MSc HIGH-TECH ENTREPRENEURSHIP

“I’m very grateful for the trust students and teachers give each other in 
classes. I am thankful to find new friends from all over the world, with 
a great opportunity to build a network also outside of the university 
routines. Being in a startup ecosystem like this truly motivates you to 
learn, evolve and talk to various people who have also started projects. 
I believe a Master’s like this is not only incredibly helpful for one’s 
professional development, but also for personal development.”

CLEMENS BÖHLER

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

Residerio

PROJECT:

Leadership
Strategic Problem Solving

People Skills
Communication

Analytical Thinking

TOP 5 SKILLS:

60



PROJECT:



Ilia Boltianov is a Master’s student from Moscow, Russia, who 
travelled to Harbour.Space to pursue a postgraduate degree in 
High-Tech Entrepreneurship. He took video game mechanics from 
childhood times and applied them to real life to be more successful 
in learning and building projects.

ilya9528@yandex.ru ilia-boltianov-839888bb

“I think that the most influential part of this school is that you get to 
interact with professionals who already made the progress in their 
life and built something. Learning from professionals in the industry 
makes it an exceptional opportunity to develop yourself as a valuable 
worker and entrepreneur. The people that I studied with were 
generous and educated, and I think that the most important thing 
they taught me was that there are many perspectives.”

ILIA BOLTIANOV

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO
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Leave Luggage

PROJECT:

Persistence
Big Picture Vision

Digital Analytics
Growth Hacking

Content Marketing

TOP 5 SKILLS:

MBA HIGH-TECH ENTREPRENEURSHIP



PROJECT:



Maher Mansour is a Lebanese architect that developed a keen interest 
in startup and tech, and came to Harbour.Space to pursue a MBA 
in High-Tech Entrepreneurship. While here, he gravitated towards 
marketing, and co-founded a startup centred around combining his 
experience in design and new-found marketing passion.

maher.m.mansour@gmail.com maher-mansour-757840100

MBA HIGH-TECH ENTREPRENEURSHIP

“I’ve lived in Lebanon all my life, and I came into the most diverse 
environment ever. My relationship with all these people changed 
my perspective of the world. None of the students are normal, in 
the sense that won’t meet someone that does not trigger you and 
motivate you. There is nothing that is impossible, and all of them 
had this mentality. I found three of my co-founders here that shared 
the same vision.”

MAHER MANSOUR

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO
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Givy

PROJECT:

Leadership
Problem Solving
Design Thinking

Marketing
Communication

TOP 5 SKILLS:



PROJECT:



Raj Jain is a larger-than-life character from Mumbai, India, who 
doesn’t believe in working for someone, but has always wanted to be 
an Entrepreneur. He now graduates with an MBA, majoring in High-
Tech Entrepreneurship. Raj has returned to India to begin his craft 
brewing company called Dahli. 

raj16993@gmail.com raj-jain-ba647ba0

MBA HIGH-TECH ENTREPRENEURSHIP

“The best experience for me, more than the city, education, the 
harbour, was the diverse group of people I met. They made it easy 
to settle in as there was no pressure to adapt to any one culture but 
to learn from everyone else. Harbour.Space is like a DIY project. It 
gives you all the resources you need, but you have to figure how to 
make the best out of it. It was amazing to interact with the incoming 
lecturers. That’s a good takeaway from Harbour.Space, as these are 
incredible people you don’t normally get to connect with.”

RAJ JAIN

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO
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Dahli

PROJECT:

Communication
Presenting

Business Development
Marketing

Leadership

TOP 5 SKILLS:



PROJECT:



Rene Kesenheimer is a technology enthusiast from Munich, Germany, 
and has just completed his MSc in High-Tech Entrepreneurship. 
After spending time working with large corporations, Rene decided 
to explore the startup ecosystem where his work would have a real 
impact, focusing specifically on tech startups.

rene.kesenheimer@hotmail.de rené-kesenheimer

MSc HIGH-TECH ENTREPRENEURSHIP

“I’m grateful to have had the experience to study here for one year 
in a very hands-on programme. Any feedback I got from key players 
in the industry made it a more valuable experience, and working on it 
with my co-founder was an interesting journey to explore. We were 
also a diverse group of students from over 20 different countries. 
Everyone had a different experiences, and this brought diverse 
methods of problem solving to certain assignments.”

RENE KESENHEIMER

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO
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Residerio

PROJECT:

Analytical Thinking
Rapid Prototyping
Strategic Thinking

Venture Building
Holistic Thinking

TOP 5 SKILLS:



PROJECT:



Torntanat Cheng, a.k.a. Jump, is a crucial player at Harbour.Space 
University. He completed his Master’s with a major in Digital Marketing, 
and a minor in Interaction Design. Jump used every opportunity to 
experience as many different classes and disciplines as he could, thus 
reminding the rest of us to never limit ourselves to the status quo. 

torntanat.cheng@gmail.com torntanatcheng

MBA HIGH-TECH ENTREPRENEURSHIP

“I am grateful for being in an environment that’s full of marketers, 
designers and business people, and that they’re my friends too. I 
enjoyed the potluck dinners where we could all bring and share our 
food from our different countries. I’ve been inspired by them, their 
style and their creativity over the last year, which has made me a 
better person and a better professional.”

TORNTANAT CHENG

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO
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Givy

PROJECT:

Quick Learner
Communication

UX Research
Entrepreneurial Minded

Team Player

TOP 5 SKILLS:



PROJECT:



Artur Mindiiarov was born in Ufa, Russia. He recently finished his MSc 
in Data Science at Harbour.Space, which followed a Math and Physics 
bachelor degree in Moscow Institute of Physics and Technologies. 
Artur was mostly working in Software Development before, and 
currently he is a Data Engineer working in Barcelona. His interests 
remain steadfastly rooted in Data Scientist/Data Engineering positions.

mindartyr@mail.ru artur-mindiyarov

MSc DATA SCIENCE

“I am grateful for inspiration, ideas, soft skills and lifestyle that I got 
from all the people connected to Harbour.Space. Not to mention 
the wide amount of knowledge and skills gained from classes.”

ARTUR MINDIYAROV

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO
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School Software Project
(Client Project)

PROJECT:

Machine Learning
Python

R
Algorithms & Data Structures

Communication

TOP 5 SKILLS:





Norge Vizcay is a Data Scientist from La Habana, Cuba. He graduated 
from Computer Science where he honed his problem-solving skills, 
reaching the ICPC World Finals. Norge began researching into Artificial 
Intelligence to build intelligent products, and this led him to pursue his 
MSc in Data Science at Harbour.Space University where he’s made an 
impact as a mentor to students and staff alike.

norge4522@gmail.com norgevz

MSc DATA SCIENCE

“It was incredible to be rewarded with the opportunity to share 
this space with all the people I’ve met. Brilliant like-minded people 
coming from all over the world and helping you everyday to adapt, 
connect and evolve. A big thank you to all the professors, students 
and specially the staff.”

NORGE VIZCAY

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO

74

Harbour.Space Connect

PROJECT:

Deep Learning
Data Engineering

Algorithms & Data Structures
Problem-Solving

Team-Management

TOP 5 SKILLS:





Vladimir Mazin (Vova) was trained in Mathematics in St. Petersburg, and 
has chosen to marry math and programming to pursue a MSc in Data 
Science at Harbour.Space. Vova is a diligent data scientist during the 
day, and a fierce hip-hop dancer by night.

mazin.v.a@gmail.com vladimir-mazin

MSc DATA SCIENCE

“I am grateful for my classmates here. I have increased my 
communication skills over the last two years, and I thank my 
classmates for being open and patient, for always helping me. It was 
a challenging environment, so it really inspired me to see different 
people willing to work hard and learn new things. The teaching 
process was also great. There was a lot of feedback and one-on-one 
time with the professors, which is unique to Harbour.Space.”

VLADIMIR MAZIN

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO
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School Software Project 
(Client Project)

PROJECT:

Algorithms & Data Structures
Java & Python
Data Analysis
Team Player

Teaching

TOP 5 SKILLS:





Leonard Breitenberger is from Munich, Germany, and comes from 
a background in physics. He changed from physics to do a MSc in 
Cyber Security at Harbour.Space, as it was a more exciting field 
to dive head first into, with all the ethical, white hat hacking he 
could handle. Once finished, Leo wants to work as a cyber security 
specialist and do more ethical hacking to test the integrity of the 
very security systems he learned how to infiltrate.

leo.breitenberger@breitenberger.net leonard-breitenberger-7515a0122

MSc CYBER SECURITY

“The people you meet here are very similar in a specific way, even 
though we come from different cultures and countries. We all need to 
do something. For me that is a mindset, and why everyone is here too: 
they need to be challenged and grow. I am also grateful to my professors 
in cyber security who work hard to teach us what we actually need to 
know in this field. And they have a lot of knowledge, you feel that.”

LEONARD BREITENBERGER

STUDENT QUOTE

SHORT BIO
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Personal Project

PROJECT:

Penetration Testing
Digital Forensics

Malware Reverse Engineering
Analytical Skills

Deep Learning & Neural Networks

TOP 5 SKILLS:





STUDENT



PROJECTS



Elpida Tatidou, CEO | Chris Moore, COO | Joni Hasanen, CTO 

CAPSTONE

BANKI

Banki is a FinTech product that educates children about the value 
of money. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

82





Eve is a cloud based app for design research. Eve leverages machine 
learning to help designers empathise with all the people using their 
products. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

CAPSTONE

EVE
Rebecca Bossart, UX Designer & Co-founder | Juneza Niyazi, UX Designer & Co-founder

84





Givy is a loyalty programme that transforms the concept of rewards 
from free things into meaningful gifts, permitting the user to share 
more than just a product, but the experience itself.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

CAPSTONE

GIVY
Maher Mansour, CEO | Nicolas D’Auria, COO | Michel Lopez, CDO | Torntanat Cheng, BDO

86





We are Hotshot and our platform seamlessly connects talented 
international high school tennis players to U.S. college coaches. We’re 
helping international high school players through the U.S. college 
recruitment process by providing them step by step guidance of the 
process and byte sized information of each university on the platform.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

HOTSHOT
Boris Peshev, Co-founder & UX/UI Designer | Pedro Bare, Co-founder & UX/UI Designer | 
Pavithra Krishnan, UX/UI Designer | Annabelle Frohn, UX/UI Designer

88

CAPSTONE





Kivuko is an online marketplace where companies can seek expertise 
and connect with creative and technology professionals in East Africa. 
The marketplace is dedicated to having respected and hardworking 
professionals who will provide quality work at the market price.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

CAPSTONE

KIVUKO
Rachel Mzengi, Co-founder and Head of Marketing | Brigite Marques, Co-founder and Head of Design | 
Irakli Chkheidze, Chief Conversion Officer

90





Website that helps travellers find local storage space in local cafes 
and shops. Leave your bags in local cafes and shops and don’t worry 
about anything.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

CAPSTONE

LEAVE LUGGAGE
Ilia Boltianov, CEO

92





Residerio is machine-based search and management platform built 
for landlords and tenants. With Residerio, we are able to generate 
mutual trust through a sophisticated matching and maintenance 
system to create a sustainable relationship that is highly valuable 
and profitable for both landlords and tenants.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

CAPSTONE

RESIDERIO
Clemens Boehler, CEO | René Kesenheimer, CFO | Thomas Gasser, COO |
Karina Papalezova, Software Design Lead | Boris Peshev, UX Software Designer |
Chyngyz Dyikanbaev, Software Development Lead

94





A chatbot that analyses career trajectories by looking at data and 
scrutinises various factors extracted from resumes which affect 
people’s careers. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

CLIENT PROJECT

ANALYTICS CONCIERGE
Artur Mindiyarov

96





Building a new website and creating a new brand for it. My main 
focus is on creating engaging Product Landing Pages and using 
Keyword Research to add in relevant keywords and optimising it 
for SEO.  

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

CLIENT PROJECT

POLYPACK PLASTICS RE-DESIGN
Bryan Thomas

98





Connect is a web based platform linked with the Harbour.Space 
website that creates a bridge between the university and the 
corporate/startup world.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

CLIENT PROJECT

HARBOUR.SPACE CONNECT
Norge Vizcay, CTO

100





Piece of software that automates integration of leads between 
promoting platforms, CRM, and cloud data storage platforms.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

CLIENT PROJECT

LEADS INTEGRATION SYSTEM
Vladimir Mazin

102





Gastronómica, a health food store that transforms the way 
people eat, cook, and live in a positive and enduring way. We 
use local, fresh, and high-quality ingredients to craft original, 
delicious, and nutritional products. Cooking meals you enjoy and 
following a healthy lifestyle has never been easier.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

PERSONAL PROJECT

GASTRONOMICA
Maria Fernanda Padierna

104





A digital illustration celebrating separation from a beloved.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

PERSONAL PROJECT

LULLABIES
Eleftherious Iason Chatziioanou

106





Created five illustrations to celebrate the partnerships between 
Harbour.Space University and OFFF 2018 to imagine what the 
future could look like in 2025.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

PERSONAL PROJECT

OFFF ILLUSTRATIONS
Nelka Caceres-Rivera

108





This portfolio is a behind-the-scenes glimpse into Nadine’s life as 
a photographer, communication artist and interaction designer.

https://www.nadinekabbara.com/

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

LEARN MORE:

PERSONAL PROJECT

PHOTOGRAPHY & DESIGN PORTFOLIO
Nadine Kabbara

110





This portfolio showcases my exploration into UI and Graphic 
Design and how it intersects with UX Design to create beautiful 
and impactful digital experiences.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

PERSONAL PROJECT

POTAHTO DESIGNS
Pavithra Krishnan

www.potahtodesigns.com

LEARN MORE:

112





Audio reactive animations I like to build in my free time using 
Processing and Java. These are some of my favourite stills from 
several different projects.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

PERSONAL PROJECT

PAINTING WITH CODE
Shivani Sawant

http://code.shivanisawant.info

LEARN MORE:

114





ReadMeNow is a technology blog focused on providing authentic 
content whilst building a community where people can help 
each other.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

PERSONAL PROJECT

READMENOW
Harsh Shah

116





A mobile app that lets you navigate through the city while 
connecting to the stories you love.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

PERSONAL PROJECT

STORY STREET
Soninke Combrinck, Founder | Michel Lopez, Co-Founder
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Redesigning Barcelona’s public transport experience.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

PERSONAL PROJECT

TMB MOBILE APP
Yiwen Yan
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